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issued (1777), tuition took place at five departments: 
the Department of Roman Law, the Department of 
Canon Law (both of them operated right from the 
beginning), two departments where Hungarian law 
was taught and the Department of Natural Law. 

A new curriculum was introduced in the wake of 
the Ratio Educationis. In addition to the tenured 
instructors, so-called extraordinary instructors could 
be hired to ensure the teaching of new subjects. 
The instructor of Roman law had to teach criminal 
law as well; and the instructor of Hungarian law had 
to teach, among other things, statistics about the 
countries of Europe and principles of Hungarian 

It was a milestone in the history of the University 
when in 1667 the combined estates of Imre Lósy 
and György Lippay, both of them cardinals and 
archbishops of Esztergom, were used to found the 
Faculty of Law. Alongside Canon law and Roman 
law, emphasis was placed on teaching Hungarian 
substantive law and procedural law. Tenets of jus 
commune were taught expressly to rectify the short-
comings and crudeness of domestic jurisprudence 
at the time. The teaching of Hungarian law began in 
1672 at two departments. The subject of the theory 
of Hungarian law included Hungarian substantive 
law and the practice of Hungarian law included the 
law of legislation. Until the Ratio Educationis was 

A Brief History 
of tHe fAculty 

public law. Efforts were made to establish a 
department of the history of Hungarian law 
but Empress Maria Theresa refused permis-
sion. With time the assortment of subjects 
multiplied. The majority of the new subjects 
were proposed by the Court in Vienna but 
the study of Hungarian law and the history 
of Hungarian law also developed with some 
delay. There was no direct correspond-
ence between the number of subjects and 
departments as some professors taught 
three or even four subjects. Once a subject 
managed to gather a strong following, the 
related department was soon to be set up. 
By the twentieth century it had become es-
tablished practice that programmes taught 
as majors had a department of their own in 
all cases. 

Today the Faculty has 15 departments, the 
Center for Theory of Law and Society and 
the Institute of Political Sciences. The Facul-
ty of Law trains Juris Doctors and a rela-
tively smaller number of political scientists, 
public administrators and criminologists.
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Dr. péter báldy 
is the vice-director of the Institute for Postgraduate Legal Studies at the Faculty 
of Law of ELTE and has an LL.M. in media law. After graduating he started to 
work at the Hungarian subsidiary of the well-known publisher, Wolters Kluwer, 
where he was responsible for folio and electronic publishing in various roles 
(editor, editor-in-chief, publishing director, Member of the Board) in the field 
of law. From 2011 he took the role of the CEO at the Cartographia Schoolbook 
Publisher. Besides his roles in professional publishing business, Dr. Báldy started 
his Ph.D. at Faculty of Law of ELTE and as a guest lecturer, he is teaching 
European internal market law, legal research, data protection, and media law.

Dr. boglárka benkó 
is a Registry Lawyer at the European Court of Human Rights, Strasbourg.

Dr. Kristina cendic 
holds a Ph.D. in media law, dealing with freedom of expression, defamation 
and online sphere. She works as a senior researcher at SHARE Foundation and 
as a field expert in media law and policy at the Law Faculty, University of Zenica. 
Dr. Cendic previously worked as Annenberg Local Program Coordinator in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina and managed media law and policy activities within 
the project in B-H.

Dr. Dragos Nicolae costescu 
is a lecturer at the University of Bucharest, Law Faculty, at European Contentious 
Human Rights and EU Internet Law. He is also a public notary in Bucharest for 
20 years now. His area of practice is focused on civil law.

Dr. csilla Dékány 
joined Réti, Várszegi & Partners Law Firm PwC Legal Hungary in 2008. As of 
2011, she has been employed as an attorney-at-law. In 2019, Dr. Dékány was 

promoted to Senior Partner at the Law Firm. She has mostly worked on cases 
related to intellectual property, data protection and associated fields of law, 
such as information technology law, e-commerce, and e-privacy. She regularly 
participates in intellectual property focused transactions, corporate restructuring 
(including IT outsourcing) and tax litigation. In two cases, Dr. Dékány represented 
her clients before the European Court of Justice.   

Dr. Dalma Dojcsák 
is a Budapest based Hungarian lawyer. She is the Head of the Freedom of 
Speech Program at the Hungarian Civil Liberties Union from 2013 and a 
member of the Management Board from 2015. Her work includes strategic 
litigation, legal analysis, and communication.

Dr. maksym Dvorovyi 
works as a lawyer for a Kyiv-based NGO aimed at the advocacy of Internet 
freedom in Ukraine, as well as a parliamentary assistant in the Ukrainian 
Parliament. He is involved in drafting legislation in the media sphere, including 
the prospective Media Code to be adopted by the end of 2019. His main areas 
of interest are hate speech, intermediary liability and freedom of expression 
in times of armed conflicts. Dr. Dvorovyi is with Price Moot since 2014, 
participating twice in the moot itself, and coaching the NaUKMA team for 
three years, including the International Rounds Runner-Up Team in 2019. 
He also participated, coached and judged other moots such as Jessup, Telders, 
European Human Rights and Stetson.

Dr. Nilay erdem 
is a stakeholder engagement manager for Europe, Middle East, and Africa at 
Facebook’s Product Policy team. Before this role, she was Facebook’s Head of 
Public Policy for Turkey for four years. Before Facebook, Dr. Erdem was a legal 
and policy consultant in Istanbul working for tech companies and large business 
conglomerates with tech investments. She has contributed to several reports, 
books, articles in the area of technology law and policy. She studied law at 
Istanbul University and holds an LL.M. in ICT Law from East Anglia University.

Dr. hab. ewa Joanna Galewska 
holds the position of Professor at the Centre for Legal and Economic Issues 
of Electronic Communications of the Faculty of Law, Administration and 
Economics of Wroclaw University. She specializes primarily in European law, 
International law and law of new technologies. She has published extensively 
in Polish and English. She has gained research experience at leading European 
universities and was involved in many research projects of international 
dimension. She is an active legal advisor and runs her own law firm.

JuDGes
Dr. bálint Halász 
is a Partner in Bird & Bird’s Budapest office. Before completing his legal studies he 
studied computer science. Dr. Halász advises on intellectual property, informa-
tion technology, privacy and data protection matters for clients from various 
sectors, including electronics, pharmaceuticals, retail and IT. He has extensive 
experience in advising on IT and privacy and data protection law and has repre-
sented telecommunication service providers in data protection litigation matters, 
including the Hungarian data retention regulations. Dr. Halász has published 
several professional papers on domain names and IT and IP-related issues. He is 
a member of the Hungarian Council of Copyright Experts, the Hungarian Group 
of AIPPI, the Hungarian Association for the Protection of Industrial Property and 
Copyright, the Hungarian Trademark Association, the Hungarian Copyright Fo-
rum Association, the Licensing Executives Society International and ITechLaw.

Dr. sára Hungler 
is an Assistant Professor at the Department of Labour and Social Law at the Fac-
ulty of Law of ELTE. Her research covers human rights, social rights, workplace 
democracy, and gender equality. Apart from the regular teaching activity, Dr. 
Hungler is a member of the Doctoral School of Law and she is responsible for 
the management of the Faculty of Law’s European Human Rights LL.M. program. 
Since 2017 she is working as a Research Fellow at the Institute of Legal Studies 
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. She organizes various international and 
national moot court competitions.

Dr. Éva Inzelt  
is an Assistant Professor at Eötvös Loránd University, Faculty of Law. She was re-
sponsible to coordinate the accreditation of the Criminology Master program at 
the Eötvös Loránd University. She has been organized numerous national and in-
ternational conferences, workshops and roundtable discussions. She completed 
a mediator training in 2010. Dr. Inzelt is interested in mediation applied in criminal 
cases, as well as in family law and commercial cases. She is training mediators at 
the Budapest Chamber of Commerce and Industry. Since 2013 she is the coach 
of the ELTE’s team at the International Chamber of Commerce, International 
Commercial Mediation Competition. In 2017 her team went to the world’s top 
16 teams and finishing the competition at the 12th place. Dr. Inzelt is an expert at 
the Transparency International Hungary.

Dr. miklós Klenanc 
is an attorney-at-law and mediator working in cooperation with Réti, Várszegi & 
Partners Law Firm PwC Legal, Budapest, Hungary; fluent in Hungarian, English, 
Serbian and Croatian. He is focusing particularly on dispute resolution, including 
non-conventional legal remedies (requests for a preliminary ruling of the Court 

of Justice of the European Union, constitutional complaints, applications at the 
European Court of Human Rights, etc.) and ADR, and liability issues, including 
those related to AI. He holds an LL.M. in comparative constitutional law with EU 
specialization from Central European University. Since 2017 he is the Hungarian 
national representative of the International Association of Young Lawyers (AIJA). 
In 2019 he was appointed to be the president of the Youth Committee of the 
Hungarian Law Society.

Dr. andrás Koltay 
is a Professor of law at the Faculty of Law of Pázmány Péter Catholic University. 
Since 2010 he has been a member of the National Media Council of Hungary, 
the authority which supervises the functioning of the media system. Since 
2018 he has served as the rector of the National University of Public Service. 
He received an LL.M. degree in public law at the University College London 
and Ph.D. in law at the Pázmány Péter Catholic University. He attended the 
human rights course of the International Institute of Human Rights in Strasbourg 
in 2003. His principal research has been concerned with freedom of speech, 
personality rights, and media regulations, but he also deals with other 
constitutional questions. He is the author of more than 200 publications, 
and five monographs on freedom of speech.

Dr. Willem F. Korthals altes 
is a Senior Judge in the District Court of Amsterdam. He joined the Dutch 
judiciary in 1995 and also served at the Appellate Court of Arnhem.  He will 
retire on January 1, 2020. After working as an and research at New York 
University.  He spent one year as an Assistant Professor at the Institute of Social 
Studies in The Hague and in 1985 joined the Faculty of Law of the University 
of Amsterdam, where he specialized in media and telecommunications law. 
In 1989, he took his Ph.D. at the University of Amsterdam on the basis of a 
dissertation on the journalists’ privilege of confidentiality of sources.  He has 
published numerous articles, both in The Netherlands and abroad. In 1992, 
Mr. Korthals Altes became a Visiting Professor at New York Law School, where 
he taught European Media Law and European Criminal Law. He has also acted 
as an instructor in many seminars and trainings on freedom of the press for 
judges, lawyers, and journalists in so-called transitional democracies. He has 
been a judge (since 2009) and a coach of a University of Amsterdam student 
team (from 2016 to 2019) at the Monroe Price Moot Court Competition.

Dr. Nevena Krivokapic martinovic 
is an attorney-at-law and the Moot Court Coordinator for the Regional Rounds 
of the Monroe E. Price Moot Court Competition. She was a member of the Uni-
versity of Belgrade winning team of the Price Moot in 2011. She also holds the 



position of coordinator for online media and freedom of expression in the digital 
environment at SHARE foundation. Her activities are mostly focused on projects 
that defend the public interest on digital rights in relation to privacy, free speech, 
government transparency and efficiency, surveillance and human rights.

Dr. Krisztina Kusnyér-Gedey 
is an attorney-at-law and legal consultant active in the media industry. She 
worked as a senior legal advisor and head of internal legal department for several 
major commercial audiovisual media service providers of Hungary for almost two 
decades, providing legal advice on various matters relating to the broadcasting 
activity as well as international jurisdiction issues. She was also involved in the 
major European and Hungarian legal reforms relating to the media industry, 
advising media service providers and filmmakers. She has represented both 
media outlets and individual complainants in legal disputes relating to privacy, 
libel, freedom of expression and copyright issues.

Dr. tamás Lattmann 
is an Associate Professor of the National University of Public Service in Budapest, 
and of the University of New York in Prague. Earlier he has worked to the Institute 
of International Relations Prague and at the Eötvös Loránd University. His field 
of expertise is international and European law, with a focus on human rights and 
humanitarian law, lately on challenges posed by digital technology. He is often 
engaged in professional consultations assisting military lawyers, government 
agencies, EU institutions, NGOs or different political parties in legal cases 
and undertakes voluntary legal assistance activities. He has been one of the 
independent experts heard by the Venice Commission in 2011, during the 
debates regarding the new Hungarian constitution. Authored numerous 
publications and various book chapters and held more than fifty conference 
talks and presentations during the past years on issues of his fields of research.

Dr. elena Lazar 
is a lecturer at the University of Bucharest, Law Faculty, at Public International 
Law and EU Internet Law and also a lawyer in the Bucharest Bar. She is also 
currently an expert for the EU Commission on migration, asylum, and human 
trafficking.  Her areas of practice as a lawyer consist of human rights, data 
protection, and data privacy.

Dr. Dániel máté is currently the regional legal counsel for Iron Mountain 
International since mid-2018, managing the various legal affairs and acting 
as general counsel in eight countries throughout the NEE region. Previously, 
Dr. Máté worked in the Budapest office of Allen & Overy for four years, between 
2014 and 2018. At Allen & Overy he worked on domestic and cross-border 

mergers & acquisitions projects, advised on general corporate law, dispute 
resolution, and competition law matters. He is an alumnus of the Eötvös Loránd 
University (ELTE). During his university years, he participated in the Philip C. 
Jessup International Law Moot Court Competition as a member of Team ELTE 
and achieved a then-historical 12th overall place in the International Rounds 
held in Washington, D.C. Dr. Máté also acted as vice president of two cross-
university student organizations, Consulting Club (CC) and the European Law 
Students’ Association (ELSA). He has British and Hungarian dual nationality.

Dr. Zsuzsanna Éva monori 
is a media specialist, media law expert, working at the Institute for Media Studies 
of the National Media and Infocommunications Authority. After obtaining 
her law degree she participated in the Ph.D. program at the Faculty of Law of 
University of Szeged, where she researched the legal practice and regulation 
of harassment in the Institute of Criminal Sciences. She had her master of law 
degree in media law studies in 2019. Dr. Monori’s main field of research is online 
stalking and cyberbullying as a criminal act and protection of the right to privacy 
by criminal law. Currently, she also focuses on unconventional commercial 
speech in social media platforms and the legal issues of influencer marketing.

Dr. andrás mozsolits 
graduated with cum laude at Eötvös Loránd University Faculty of Law in 
Budapest. He participated in Price Media Law Moot Court Competition 2017-
2018, being a member of the ELTE team, which finished runner-up in the 
6th annual South-East Europe Regional Rounds and as Advanced Team and 
Octo-Finalist in the International Rounds. In 2019, he was a member of the jury 
in the International Rounds as well. He also gained legal knowledge working in 
the European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg as a legal trainee. He joined 
Wolf Theiss Budapest in 2019 as a junior associate.

Dr. enis Omerović is an Assistant Professor in Public International Law 
and International Criminal Law at the University of Zenica, Faculty of Law. Upon 
graduation from the Law Faculty in Sarajevo in 2005, he completed master 
studies in International Law at the University of Glasgow (United Kingdom) in 
2006. From 2008 until 2012 he worked as a Senior Research Assistant for the 
Institute for the Research of Crimes against Humanity and International Law of 
the University of Sarajevo. He gained a Ph.D. in Public International Law at the 
University of Zenica in 2017. In 2018 he was elected as a member of the Legal 
Committee of the Section of Social Sciences of the Academy of Sciences and 
Arts of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Currently, he is a Vice Dean for Science and 
Research; an academic trainer for the moot court competitions in the field of 
human rights and international criminal law; a judge at the Monroe Price Media 



Law Moot Court Competition (Budapest), and at the International Criminal Court 
Moot Court Competition (The Hague). 

Dr. péter paczolay 
was a Professor of law at the Faculty of Law of Eötvös Loránd University and at 
the Faculty of Law of the University of Szeged where from 1992 to 2017 he was 
Head of the Department of Political Sciences. He served on the Constitutional 
Court of Hungary as a chief counselor and as secretary-general. He was elected 
Judge of the Constitutional Court in 2006. He was President of the Constitutional 
Court from 2008 until 2015. Between 2005 and 2013 he was a member of the 
Venice Commission of the Council of Europe and presently is its Honorary 
President. Dr. Paczolay is a sitting Judge of the European Court of Human 
Rights since 24 April 2017.

Dr. raphael pangalangan 
graduated from the University of the Philippines with degrees in Philosophy 
and Juris Doctor on athletic and merit-based scholarships, earned the Graduate 
Diploma in Human Rights and Humanitarian Law as a full-scholar of the 
American University Washington College of Law (2017), and completed the 
Master of Studies in International Human Rights Law with the University of 
Oxford as an Honor Graduates Fellow (2019). His career path bridges the court-
room and classroom; combining his prosecutory practice at the Office of the 
Ombudsman and UN IRMCT with his teaching at the University of the Philippines. 
Dr. Pangalangan has published with various fora, such as the Philippine Law 
Journal, Brill Nijhoff, and the Cambridge University Press, and is currently 
completing his LL.M. studies with the University of Cambridge where he sits as 
General Editor to the Cambridge International Law Journal and Coach of the 
European Court of Human Rights Moot Court Competition.

Dr. János tamás papp 
is a media specialist and research fellow at the Institute for Media Studies of the 
National Media and Infocommunications Authority and a lecturer at Pázmány 
Péter Catholic University. He graduated from the Law Faculty of Pázmány Péter 
Catholic University, where he finished his Ph.D. studies in 2019. His main 
research fields are freedom of expression and media law, and issues related to 
freedom of expression on social networking sites.

Dr. Dóra petrányi 
is a Partner at CMS Budapest and CEE Managing Director at CMS. She co-heads 
the Commercial Practice and heads the Competition, Technology, Media, Tele-
communications (TMT), Life Sciences and Intellectual property (IP) practices within 
the Budapest office. Her areas of specialization include core TMT regulatory, 

competition law, IP law, public procurement matters, general commercial 
contracts, corporate restructuring and M&A. Dr. Petrányi is the Co-Chairman 
of the Regulatory Committee of the Hungarian AI Coalition and a member of 
the Hungarian Council of Copyright Experts, as well as the first and only lawyer 
member of the co-regulatory committee between the local telecommunications’ 
regulatory authority and the Association of Hungarian Content Providers. Besides, 
she is a member of the supervisory committee of UNICEF. Before joining CMS, 
she spent over a decade in-house at the largest TMT company in the region.

Dr. Zoltán rónay 
graduated in 1999 as a lawyer at Eötvös Loránd University Faculty of Law. He 
holds a Ph.D. in law and political sciences (University of Szeged, 2017). Previously 
he was in practice as a solicitor. Between 2006 and 2015, he served as secretary
-general of Eötvös Loránd University. Today he is an Associate Professor at 
the same university’s Faculty of Education and Psychology in Institution of 
Education. From 2019 he is the Vice Dean for Education on this Faculty. As a 
university lecturer, he regularly has many law and education thematic courses 
in the field of Pedagogy, Educational Science, Management, and Human Re-
sources. He is a supervisor in the Education Doctoral Program. More than one 
hundred of his works have been published so far in Hungarian, English, 
and German, including book chapters and an own monography.

Dr. Krisztina rozgonyi 
is a senior international media, telecommunication and IP legal and policy 
expert. She is currently an Assistant Professor at the Department of Communi-
cation of the University of Vienna. She worked with international and European 
organizations, with national governments, regulators, and companies as a senior 
adviser on media freedom, spectrum policy, and copyright legal frameworks. 
Between 2004-2010 she served as the Chairperson (Deputy Chairperson) of the 
Telecoms Authority in Hungary. Her research interests are specific aspects of 
media governance, especially the governance of spectrum and copyright, the 
representation of public interest, of democratic values and fundamental rights 
within complex and highly ‘technocratized’ policy and regulatory processes. Dr. 
Rozgonyi is a regular speaker at the Annenberg-Oxford Media Policy Summer 
Institute at Oxford University and has taught at ELTE, Janus Pannonius University 
and University of Pécs.

Dr. balázs rudinszky 
graduated from ELTE’s Faculty of Law where he was a member of the Monroe 
Price Media Law Moot Court Competition team that first qualified for the Oxford 
International Rounds. He has studied freedom of speech in Hungary, the United 
Kingdom, and the United States and he wrote a paper on freedom of expression 

in Turkey. Dr. Rudinszky now works as a trainee associate at the Budapest office 
of Bird&Bird, after coming home from Washington, D.C. where he researched 
– among other topics – the effects of media, disinformation and fake news on 
societies and elections.

Dr. tibor sepsi 
is an expert on constitutional law, information rights, and public administration. 
He currently is an attorney-at-law as a member of Budapest Bar Association 
with a litigation practice in human rights cases including legal representation 
at the European Court of Human Rights. He graduated and obtained an LL.M. 
in legal drafting at the Eötvös Loránd University (where he is a lecturer on 
constitutional law). Until 2010 he was a civil servant in various leading positions 
of the Hungarian governmental administration. From 2008 to 2010, he served 
as the head of the Office of the Cabinet, the delivery unit of the Hungarian 
Government. His special areas of expertise are freedom of information, free 
speech, data protection, and anti-corruption policies.

Dr. Ádám simon 
is an Associate in Bird & Bird’s Budapest office. He advises businesses on how 
to solve their legal problems relating to information technology, using his 
understanding of the IT industry to serve his clients effectively. Dr. Simon 
has extensive experience in IT related commercial, intellectual property, and 
data protection matters. He has developed particular experience in assisting 
businesses with handling technology-related legal issues. He has advised 
clients on creating licensing structures, commercial contract structures for 
fast-developing tech companies, including infrastructure contracts, and 
service agreements. Dr. Simon also has extensive experience in helping 
clients build their full legal operation, in particular ensuring that their software 
offerings are compliant with data protection requirements.

Dr. réka somssich 
is a Professor at the Faculty of Law of Eötvös Loránd University at the Depart-
ment of Private International Law and European Economic Law. From 1997 
to 2010 she worked in the Ministry of Justice, where from 2005 on she was 
directing the EU Law Department. Between 2004 and 2010 she was representing 
Hungary at the European Court of Justice in Luxembourg as an agent of the 
government. Since 2010 she is a full-time lecturer and researcher at ELTE and 
since 2016 she has been working as Vice Dean for Education and Student Matters.  

Dr. Kinga sorbán 
is a research fellow at the Institute of Information Society of the National Public 
Service University of Hungary, her main research topics are platform regulation 

and content related cybercrime. Until June 2018 she was the delegate of the 
National Media and Infocommunications Authority responsible for representing 
the Authority’s standpoint related to media regulation in the European Union 
and international organizations. She graduated as a lawyer from Eötvös Loránd 
University in 2013 and received an LL.M. title as a lawyer specialized in ICT from 
the University of Pécs.

ms. Flóra szalai 
is a senior student at Eötvös Loránd University Faculty of Law. In 2018, she was 
a member of her university’s team in Price Moot that finished in the Octo-Finals 
in Oxford. She specializes in human rights and media law.

Dr. péter sziládi 
is a Junior Associate in Bird & Bird’s Budapest office. Dr. Sziládi graduated in 
2019 and was a member of Bibó István College for Advanced Studies between 
2014 and 2019. In 2017, he was an Erasmus exchange student at the Faculty 
of Law of Ruprecht Karl University of Heidelberg, where he worked on a data 
protection research project. In 2018, Dr. Sziládi also participated in the Monroe 
E. Price Media Law Moot Court Competition, in which he was awarded the 
‘Best Oralist prize in the regional rounds and reached the Octo-Finals with his 
teammates at Oxford University. At Bird & Bird, he deals with IP, IT and data 
protection matters. 

Dr. csaba tordai 
became Head of the Constitutional Law Department in the Ministry of Justice 
in 2005. From 2007, he was State Secretary for Legal Affairs and Coordination 
in the Prime Minister’s Office, and then State Secretary for Legal and 
Administrative Affairs between 2008 and 2010. He has been practicing as 
attorney-at-law since 2010. He helps pro bono the work of atlatszo.hu which 
is a watchdog NGO and online newspaper for investigative journalism to 
promote transparency, accountability, and freedom of information in Hungary.

Dr. anna Zanathy 
graduated from the Faculty of Law of ELTE. In 2019 she obtained an LL.M. in 
Law and Digital Technologies at the University of Leiden. During her career, 
she has always been passionate about media law and hence was involved in the 
Monroe E. Price Media Moot Law Court Competition as well. She specialized in 
IT-law and data protection and worked at numerous well known national and 
international law firms such as Van Doorne or Réti, Várszegi & Partners Law Firm 
PwC Legal Hungary. Currently, she is pursuing her Ph.D. studies in IT-law at 
her alma mater while working full-time as a junior associate at PwC Legal.
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Internet Access 
EduRoam Wi-Fi is available all over Building ‘A’. Your password for your 
online identity is provided to you by your ‘home’ institution – where you are 
enrolled in study or are employed. Wherever you see ‘eduroam’ appear in 
your list of Wi-Fi networks, you can get online. Wireless Internet access for 
participants who do not have EduRoam is available free of charge within 
the Regional Round venue with the QR code or the following details:

network: PMLMC_SEE
password: Monroe_price2019

IdentIfIcAtIon BAdges
The identification badges are provided along with program booklet upon 
registration. Please wear them at all times during the Regional Round. The 
identification badges will be most helpful when contacting the Organizing 
Team or the volunteers.

MoBIle Phones
Please respect the Competition, the Judges and the other teams by 
ensuring your mobile phone is switched off at all the time during 
the matches.

Volunteers
Volunteers will help you during the Regional Round. Do not hesitate to 
contact them if you need any assistance.

AtMs / cAsh MAchInes
There is one machine of OTP Bank inside the Building ‘A’ at the main 
entrance.

Ministry of Justice of hungary

national Media and Infocommunications Authority 

réti, Várszegi & Partners law firm Pwc legal hungary 

szabó, Kelemen and Partners law office Andersen global 

gárdos, Mosonyi, tomori law office 

cMs cameron McKenna nabarro olswang llP hungary 

Bird & Bird Budapest 

eötvös loránd university

Law . Tax

Réti, VáRSzEgi & PaRtnERS 
Law FiRM   PwC Legal the history of the silver artefacts in the booklet

A decree by the Supreme Minister of Slovakia, issued on the 11th of August 1919, placed all estates and properties – lying within 
Slovakian borders and owned by any clergyman or institution of the Catholic Church residing in Hungary – under seizure (enforced handling 

by the state). The edict concerned all personal and immovable estates of the Archdiocese and Chapter of Esztergom; the seminaries of 
Budapest and Esztergom; the abbeys and propostura of Lekér, Zirc, and Jászó respectively; the Benedictine Order; the Chapter of Vác, 

and all Uplands (felvidéki) estates of the Pázmány Péter University – today Eötvös Loránd University. In its final judgment in 1933 the 
International Court of Justice adjudged 16.000 acres of land to the University and sentenced the respondent to pay restitution for the 

foregone incomes of the assets. Nevertheless, the estate could not be restored to the University’s utilization, as most of it had long been 
apportioned by then, so compensation could only come in the form of money transfer. In 1935 the University used part of the 

Czechoslovak repayment to have silver artefacts made bearing the university’s coat of arms.




